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Abnormalities in Brain Systems Supporting Individuation and
Enumeration in Autism

Kirsten O’Hearn, Katerina Velanova, Andrew Lynn, Catherine Wright, Michael Hallquist,
Nancy Minshew, and Beatriz Luna

Previous work indicates that adults with autism display a decreased capacity when rapidly enumerating small sets of
elements (i.e., subitizing), compared to typically developing (TD) individuals. This ability is crucial for fundamental
visual functions such as object individuation and parallel processing. Thus, the deficit in autism suggests limits in
these skills. To examine the neural basis of this limitation, adults with and without high functioning autism rapidly
enumerated 1 to 8 randomly located squares during a neuroimaging study. Typically, adults are thought to use paral-
lel visual processes to quantify up to three or four elements, and serial processes to enumerate more (51) elements.
We hypothesized that parietal lobe regions associated with counting would be recruited with smaller sets of elements
in adults with autism, compared to TD adults. Consistent with this hypothesis, activation in parietal regions
increased with smaller set sizes in adults with autism compared to TD adults. Increased activation for three elements
was evident in several regions, including those thought to underlie subitizing. In addition, regions specific to the
counting range in TD adults were often equally active for set sizes in the subitizing range in the adults with autism.
Finally, significant deactivation was evident in TD adults, presumably reflecting relative suppression of regions speci-
alized for competing processes, but was not apparent in adults with autism. These differences in brain function in
adults with autism on a simple enumeration task suggest atypical brain organization and function that is likely to
impact most visual tasks, especially those with multiple elements. Autism Res 2016, 9: 82–96. VC 2015 International
Society for Autism Research, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction

In visual processing between individuals with and with-

out autism have long been described, but the percep-

tual bases of these differences are unclear [Gagnon,

Mottron, Bherer, & Joanette, 2004; Simmons, et al.,

2009]. One basic perceptual difference between individ-

uals with autism and typically developing (TD) individ-

uals lies in how multiple elements are represented. For

example, individuals with autism have an enhanced

ability to detect a single element in a complex display,

leading to better than typical performance on tasks

such as visual search and embedded figures [O’Riordan,

Plaisted, Driver, & Baron-Cohen, 2001; O’Riordan,

2004; Shah & Frith, 1993]. While it is clear that repre-

senting multiple elements differs in individuals with

autism, characterizing how it differs continues to be a

challenge. One way to measure differences in the ability

to see multiple elements is an enumeration task, which

assesses the perceptual processes underlying parallel

(e.g., several elements simultaneously) and serial (e.g.,

one by one) processing of multiple visual elements.

The rapid enumeration task [Kaufmann et al., 2006;

Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994],

in which participants enumerate a set of elements as

exactly and quickly as they can, examines at least two

processes—subitizing and counting. The first process,

subitizing, supports the enumeration of one or three to

four elements and is thought to be a parallel process.

TD adults can enumerate these small sets with perfect

accuracy, and little increase in reaction time (RT) with

each additional element [Kaufman & Lord, 1949; Pyly-

shyn & Storm, 1988]. Subitizing is thought to utilize a

fundamental visual mechanism, which allows us to rap-

idly individuate several objects simultaneously [Kahne-

man, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Leslie, Xu, Tremoulet,

& Scholl, 1998; Piazza, Fumarola, Chinello, & Melcher,

2011; Pylyshyn, 2000; Xu & Chun, 2009]. This individ-

uation mechanism has also been examined with multi-

ple object tracking and short-term visual memory tasks
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[Cowan, 2001; Pylyshyn, 2000; Simmons et al., 2009].

The second process, counting, allows the exact enumer-

ation of larger sets using a serial process. With count-

ing, errors and RT increase systematically with each

additional element [Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Revkin,

Piazza, Izard, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2008], presumably

due to the use of serial processes that include shifts of

visual attention, and marking, tracking, and adding ele-

ments. (A related process, estimating, supports approxi-

mate enumeration of larger sets. Estimation, while

distinct from subitizing and counting [Burr, Turi, &

Anobile, 2010; Revkin et al., 2008], may contribute to

performance on tasks thought to test subitizing or

counting.) The visual process underlying counting

requires more attentional resources than does subitiz-

ing, although subitizing is not completely free of atten-

tional requirements [Burr et al., 2010; Railo, Koivisto,

Revonsuo, & Hannula, 2008], as was initially hypothe-

sized [Pylyshyn, 2000; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994].

Evidence suggests that both subitizing and counting

differ in autism. Subitizing capacity is slightly smaller in

individuals with autism than in TD individuals (i.e., the

flatter subitizing function switches to a steeper slope for

counting at a smaller set size), leading to the use of

counting processes with smaller sets. Individuals with

autism, on average, are more likely to have a subitizing

range of up to three elements, compared to four ele-

ments in TD individuals [O’Hearn, Franconeri, Wright,

Minshew, & Luna, 2013]. Gagnon et al. report a similar

pattern, with a quadratic function (i.e., change in slope)

between three and five elements evident typically but

not in adults with autism [Gagnon et al., 2004; see also

Jarrold & Russell, 1997]. This decreased capacity could

impact the ability to see several objects in a scene

[O’Hearn, Lakusta, Schroer, Minshew, & Luna, 2011],

and also to group elements into a holistic representation,

both visual skills known to be affected in autism [Shah

& Frith, 1983, 1993]. The former reflects how many

objects are individuated; the latter relates to relation-

ships between parts and wholes, reflecting that an object

can be part of a collection, or a “chunk,” as well an

“object.” Specifically, as visual perception is hierarchical,

seeing multiple elements in parallel, potentially as a

chunk [Cowan, 2001; Yantis, 1992], may be needed to

merge these elements into a holistic representation

[Gagnon et al., 2004; Treisman, 1982]. In this way, differ-

ences in parallel processing of multiple elements in autism

might contribute to both impaired subitizing and the

well-documented differences on holistic tasks such as the

embedded figures task and face recognition. While charac-

terizing this relation is beyond the scope of the current

study, this study provides a first step, examining the

neural basis of differences in these parallel processes.

In addition to the decreased capacity, individuals

with autism subitize one to three elements more slowly

than TD individuals [O’Hearn, Franconeri, Wright, Min-

shew, & Luna, 2013]. This slowed response may reflect

the visual differences described in those with autism,

such as increased sensitivity to local elements. The

slowed subitizing speed in individuals with autism is

more pronounced in adulthood than in childhood, as

subitizing becomes faster typically with age from ado-

lescence to adulthood. This mirrors the development of

the global bias, which also has a long developmental

trajectory, increasing with age typically into adulthood

[Kovacs, 2000; Scherf, Luna, Kimchi, Minshew, & Behr-

mann, 2008; Scherf, Behrmann, Kimchi, & Luna, 2009].

Enumeration in the counting range is also slower in

individuals with autism, in addition to being used with

smaller sets. However, in contrast to subitizing, the

slowed RT with counting is more evident in childhood

than in adulthood in individuals with autism. The dif-

ference in the developmental trajectories suggest that

the slowed RTs in the subitizing and counting ranges

reflect disparate atypicalities in individuals with autism,

even if the deficits appear similar by adulthood. Differ-

ences in the counting range are likely to reflect slower

and less accurate shifts of attention in individuals with

autism. This impaired attentional control is evident

even in infancy [Elsabbagh et al., 2013; Zwaigenbaum

et al., 2005], consistent with early emergence of count-

ing deficits. Deficits may also reflect differences in esti-

mation abilities, although this seems less likely as

deficits in estimation are not reported in those with

autism (without a grouping component) [Bangel et al.,

2014] and estimation is unusually good in some indi-

viduals with autism [Soulières et al., 2010]. Indeed, the

impairment in counting occurs despite the fact that

mathematics is sometimes a strength in those with

autism [Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, &

Clubley, 2001; Iuculano et al., 2014], reflecting the

importance of visual processes for enumeration and

other mathematical tasks.

The neural basis of enumeration has not been exam-

ined in individuals with autism. Studies of TD adults—

including ERP signatures, patterns of fMRI activation

and magnetoencephalography—suggest that subitizing

and counting engage overlapping but distinct brain sys-

tems [Ansari, Lyons, van Eimeren, & Xu, 2007; Hyde &

Spelke, 2009; Vuokko, Niemivirta, & Helenius, 2013].

Both processes utilize a wide circuitry that includes

extrastriate visual areas in parietal lobe [Piazza, Giaco-

mini, Le Bihan, & Dehanene, 2003; Sathian et al.,

1999]. Evidence of distinct neural substrates for subitiz-

ing and counting first came from simultanagnosic

patients, who were impaired in serial counting but had

preserved subitizing abilities [Dehaene & Cohen, 1994;

Demeyere, Rotshtein, & Humphreys, 2012]. In neuroi-

maging studies, few regions appear to be specifically

active for subitizing (compared to counting). Evidence
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up to this point has identified only one region, the right

temporoparietal junction (TPJ), that appears to be exclu-

sively engaged during subitizing smaller sets but not

larger ones [Ansari et al., 2007; Vetter, Butterworth, &

Bahrami, 2011]. In contrast, several regions appear to be

more active for enumerating larger sets compared to

subitizing. For example, superior regions of the intrapar-

ietal sulcus (IPS) display systematic increases in activa-

tion for each additional element from 4 to 7 [Piazza

et al., 2003]. This pattern of activation may reflect

number-specific counting processes, or other processes

such as the increased attentional resources needed to

count each element [Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, & Dehaene,

2005]. In an early review, Dehaene et al. proposed that

the horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus (hIPS)

displays domain specificity for number [e.g., a mental

number line; Dehaene, 1997]. This includes activation

during both counting and estimation, with a focus on

the species-general ability to estimate number. In their

triple code model, these bilateral hIPS regions are con-

trasted with two other parietal regions important for

number-related processes but not specific to number,

namely spatial attention and verbal representation/

manipulation [Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003;

see also Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011]. In a meta-analysis,

Arsalidou and Taylor [2011] suggest an update to the tri-

ple code model. They report additional regions that are

not “number-specific” but that are utilized for number

representation, including the cingulate and insula gyri,

the cerebellum and prefrontal cortices [Arsalidou &

Taylor, 2011].

The current study characterizes the brain systems

underlying the ability to enumerate multiple elements,

with the goal of examining the basic visual processes

underlying subitizing and counting in individuals with

autism. Our past behavioral data showed a smaller subi-

tizing range in adults with autism. Therefore, we

hypothesized that: (1) in parietal regions in which activa-

tion increases with number in typical adults, activation

would increase with smaller sets of elements in adults

with autism; and (2) in regions specific for counting

compared to subitizing in typical adults, activation would

increase in the subitizing range in adults with autism.

Methods and Materials
Participants

Twenty-eight adults with and without autism (12 males

and 2 females in each group) with IQ scores above 80

participated in this study (see Table 1 for demographic

information). Subjects were recruited through the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh Autism Center of Excellence (ACE)

subject core (HD#055748). Participants were diagnosed

with autism using the Autism Diagnostic Interview

[ADI; Lord, Rutter, & Couteur, 1994] and Autism Diag-

nostic Observation Schedule-G [ADOS; Lord et al.,

2000], with expert clinical confirmation of diagnosis.

Participants with autism met cutoffs for autism on the

ADI and cutoffs for either autism or spectrum disorder

on the ADOS. A recent study indicates that 93% of sub-

jects in our center who met criteria for autism or ASD

using these procedures under DSM-IV also met criteria

using DSM 5 (Masefsky et al., 2013). Individuals who

had a known cause for autism were excluded. TD partic-

ipants were recruited through the ACE subject core and

other projects. Individuals were screened for a history

of neurological disease, brain injury, and psychiatric ill-

ness in themselves and first degree relatives. All subjects

met inclusion for Magnetic Resonance (MR) scanning.

Participants gave consent prior to the study, which was

approved by the Internal Review Board at the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh.

Stimuli and Procedure

The task parameters are based on the study by Piazza et al.

[2003], which detected a pattern of activation in posterior

parietal lobe consistent with the RT signature of the subitiz-

ing to counting shift, using a dot enumeration task.1 We

based our study on this previous work because this charac-

teristic typical pattern was necessary to examine the poten-

tial deviations from it in a group of adults with autism. As

in that study, we use the term counting for exact enumera-

tion of sets between five and eight elements.

Behavioral task. Immediately prior to the fMRI

experiment, participants did an experiment reported in

the Supporting Information (enumerating elements

with a masked presentation outside of the scanner).

Table 1. Demographic Information

Autism TD

Variable M SD M SD

N 13 13

Age 23.74 4.78 23.15 4.63

Full scale IQ 106.54 12.45 112.46 8.37

Verbal IQ 104.92 13.00 111.08 13.01

Performance IQ 106.92 13.48 110.77 6.78

ADOS

Communication 4.31 1.03

Social 7.85 2.48

Total 12.15 3.02

ADI

Social 22.00 3.54

Communication 17.00 3.24

RRB 6.23 1.79

Abnormal 3.23 1.09

1We thank Dr. Piazza for answering our questions on how to repli-

cate their successful methods.
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They also spent time in a mock scanner, to become

comfortable with the sounds and environment of the

scanner.

Stimuli were presented on a screen, viewable via a mir-

ror attached to the head coil. Similar to previously pub-

lished behavioral studies [O’Hearn et al., 2013], one to

eight randomly arranged grey squares, randomly assigned

to 1 of 3 sizes, were displayed on a black background. In

each run, six trials with each set size were presented

(N 5 36 for each set size in the study). There were eight

orders in which the number and location of the squares,

as well as square sizing, were randomly selected within

the overall constraints (e.g., equal numbers of trials for

each set size). These orders were matched across pairs of

participants with and without autism.

Each trial began with a white fixation cross varying

in duration from 0 to 10000 ms (Fig. 1). Participants

were told to focus on the cross and await the beginning

of the trial, denoted by a red fixation cross presented

for 1300 ms. The test stimulus was then presented for

200 ms followed by a white fixation cross (2000 ms),

allowing participants enough time to verbally report

the number of squares. The delay was 200 ms to avoid

identifying parietal activation that reflected eye move-

ments instead of number processing [Piazza et al.,

2003]. Participants were instructed to verbally respond

quickly and accurately to each display. An MR compati-

ble optical microphone was used to record verbal

responses and estimate RTs. The researcher also wrote

down the answers. After testing was complete, the

audio transmission was compared to the researcher’s

notes for accuracy and RTs were collected from the

recording. On two occasions (one autism and one TD),

equipment failure meant that the RT data were unavail-

able, and group mean RTs stratified by number of

elements were submitted for these subjects. A total of

six functional runs, totaling 5 m, 22 sec each, were

performed by each participant.

Neuroimaging Acquisition and Preprocessing

All scans were conducted at the Magnetic Resonance

(MR) Research Center at the University of Pittsburgh

Medical Center Presbyterian. Magnetization-prepared

rapid gradient echo sequences (TR 5 2200 ms,

TE 5 3.43ms, flip angle 5 98, 192 1 mm axial slices,

256 3 192 matrix) were used to obtain structural

images. Functional images were obtained using a gradi-

ent echo, echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive

to blood-oxygen-level-dependent contrast (TR 5 2 sec,

TE 5 29 ms, flip angle 5 908, 39 3.2 mm axial slices, 1-

mm gap, 64 3 64 matrix, 158 volumes per run). The

first three volumes of each run were discarded to allow

for stabilization of longitudinal magnetization.

Functional EPI data were preprocessed using FMRIB

Software Library utilities [Smith et al., 2004]. Each time

series was first corrected for slice acquisition time using

slicetimer followed by motion correction with mcflirt,

coregistering to the temporal mean functional image.

In addition, each participant’s data were examined and

TRs that included rapid movement (framewise displace-

ment >0.8 mm) [Siegel et al., 2014] were censored from

the time series during single-subject analyses. Subject’s

structural scans were nonlinearly transformed into

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using fnirt

with the MNI152 brain as a reference. Functional

images were coregistered to the structural scan and

warped into MNI space using the transformation

defined by the structural-to-MNI nonlinear warp. Func-

tional data were then resampled into 3 3 3 3 3 mm vox-

els and spatially smoothed with a 5 mm FWHM

Gaussian filter. Next, a high-pass temporal filter was

used to remove low frequency drift. Each voxel time

series was then normalized to have a mean of 100.

Data Analysis

Behavioral measures. The number of correct

responses (accuracy) and RT was analyzed using a

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with

group (autism, TD) and number of elements (1–8) as

between and within subject factors respectively. The

ANOVA was followed up by planned comparisons at

three and four elements. Incorrect trials were excluded

from all RT analyses. An arcsine transformation was used

to normalize the accuracy measure. The Greenhouse-

Geisser correction was applied to control for violations

of sphericity. We also did a breakpoint analysis, as we

had in our previous study, to examine whether the

group with autism had a smaller subitizing capacity,

using only the correct trials. To do this, a bilinear

Figure 1. Illustration of behavioral task in the scanner, with 3
sec for the response. A red fixation cross comes on the screen
to signal to the participants that the trial is starting. Accuracy
is stressed. A microphone records the response and the timing
of the response, and the experimenter also notes the response
in case of equipment malfunction.
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function was fit to each individual using the RT for one

to seven elements, with eight elements excluded because

we did not want to confound results with the “guessing

end effect.” The intercept between these lines that mini-

mized error was considered the “breakpoint,” or subitiz-

ing capacity.

Neurophysiological measures. We used a general

linear model to fit voxel-wise functional data using the

3dDeconvolve program [Ward, 1998] from Analysis of

Functional NeuroImages [AFNI; Cox, 1996]. All neuroi-

maging analyses included only trials with correct

responses. We used a duration-modulated boxcar func-

tion to model the hemodynamic response. Individual

RTs were used to specify the length of the boxcar to be

convolved with a gamma function, on a trial-by-trial

basis. Six motion parameters were included as regressors.

For our main hypotheses, region of interest (ROI)

analyses were used. These regions are, according to pre-

vious studies, specific to the subitizing range (one ROI)

or to higher numbers (three ROIs). For the subitizing

range, one study has reported a region specific to subi-

tizing in the R TPJ [Ansari et al., 2007]. This ROI

allowed us to examine if group differences in adults

with autism were evident within a region specific to the

subitizing range. In contrast to the subitizing range,

many papers have reported regions that are particularly

active for higher numbers, sometimes reporting regions

that increase systematically with each additional ele-

ment [Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2003;

Piazza et al., 2003]. We used two ROIs chosen from the

seminal review paper by Dehaene et al., postulating

that bilateral horizontal intraparietal sulcus (hIPS) was

the region specific to number [Dehaene et al., 2003].

We also chose an inferior parietal region identified by

the term “numbers” in a meta-analysis using Neuro-

Synth [Yarkoni, Poldrack, Nichols, Van, & Wager,

2011]. While five regions in the parietal lobe where

identified as related to “numbers” by this meta-analysis,

we utilized this particular parietal ROI because it was

the only region that displayed significant modulation

by number in the current control sample. This ROI dis-

played increases in activation from three to six ele-

ments, similar to that reported in Piazza et al., [2003].

Such increases are an important characteristic of

number-sensitive regions, in particular for counting;

the identification of these regions allowed us to test

how the regions differed in adults with autism. Images

showing the location of these ROIs are included in the

Supporting Information. Each subjects’ mean beta-value

per number of elements was extracted for these ROIs

and submitted to group-level ANOVAs. As in the behav-

ioral analyses, we used repeated measures ANOVA, with

group (autism, TD) and number of elements (1–8) as

between and within subject factors respectively. The

ANOVA was followed by planned group comparisons

with sets of three and four elements.

In addition to these a priori ROIs, we used several

whole brain analyses. This more exploratory approach

provided insight into the relatively unexamined division

between the neural substrates of subitizing and counting

and how this division differs in individuals with autism,

including compensatory mechanisms that may be impor-

tant during visual processing. This approach is consistent

with Arsalidou and Taylor’s conclusion that many regions

outside the parietal lobe are used during number tasks

[Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011]. These whole-brain analyses

used a mask that included only voxels shared by all par-

ticipants. We examined regions that reached the criteria

of individual voxel significance of P <0.05 and, on the

basis of a Monte Carlo simulation, group-wise signifi-

cance of P <0.05 (requiring a region to have 180 signifi-

cant voxels). For graphing purposes, peaks within

significant regions were identified, spheres with a 10 mm

radius were drawn around the peaks, and active voxels

within the sphere were graphed. Due to inconsistent cov-

erage, ventral cerebellar activation is not reported.

In the whole brain analyses, we first used an analysis

of variance (3dANOVA) with number (1 through 8) and

group, to find regions showing a significant group-

3 number interaction. This provided insight into areas

that were modulated differently across any set of num-

bers in the two groups. We then did a focused explora-

tion of the subitizing and counting ranges. Composite

variables were formed by averaging one, two, and three

elements for the subitizing range and five, six, and

seven for the counting range. Four elements were not

included to avoid including activation that might

reflect the alternate process. We directly compared the

subitizing and counting composite variables in each

group separately, to examine regions that were process-

specific for typical adults and those with autism. This

analysis used a mixed effects regression approach imple-

mented in AFNI’s 3dMEMA [Chen, Saad, Nath, Beau-

champ, & Cox, 2012]. Finally, we used 3dMEMA to

examine group differences in the counting (counting

vs. fixation baseline) or the subitizing range (subitizing

vs. fixation baseline) separately. The baseline compari-

son was used in this analysis because we were interested

in group differences in each range, without requiring

that regions be specific to a certain process.

Results

One individual with autism performed 2 SDs below the

mean for accuracy in the autism group. This subject

and his matched control were dropped from analyses

(final N 5 26). IQ measures did not correlate with subi-

tizing skill in this sample, and subitizing skill is
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generally considered distinct from general intelligence.

Nonetheless, full-scale IQ scores were included as a

covariate in a secondary analysis. The inclusion of IQ

did not change the results, except in the L hIPS, and

this is reported in the graphs.

Behavioral Results

While previous evidence indicates impairments on subi-

tizing and counting in individuals with autism, per-

formance within the scanner was relatively comparable

between groups (Fig. 2). (The behavioral study done out-

side the scanner indicated group differences in the

planned comparisons at set sizes of 3 and 4 with the

arcsine transformation; see Supporting Information.)

The repeated measures ANOVA revealed the expected

main effects of number (P’s <0.001), with RT increasing

and accuracy decreasing with each additional number.

The ANOVA examining RT indicated no significant

main effects of group (P 5 0.35), although there was a

significant group 3 number interaction, F(2.9,

67.14) 5 3.44, P 5 0.02. However, this reflected only the

overall pattern of performance, and not differences at

any specific number.2 For the accuracy measure, using

the arcsine transformation, there was no effect of group,

F(1,24) 5 3.69, P 5 0.07, nor a group 3 number interac-

tion, F(3.14, 75.30) 5 0.60, P 5 0.63. Unlike previous

studies, analyses of breakpoint did not yield group dif-

ferences (although breakpoint is a relatively insensitive

measure). The current sample was much smaller than in

previous studies showing differences in the breakpoint

between subitizing and counting in individuals with

autism, compared to controls [N 5 45; O’Hearn et al.,

2013]. This difference in size makes the lack of group

differences less surprising. This article focuses on the

neuroimaging data, which is likely to be a more sensi-

tive and proximal measure of group differences in this

task. When analyzing the neuroimaging data, there is a

benefit of the lack of robust behavioral differences; simi-

lar behavior between groups minimizes confounds

related to performance differences, which can confuse

fMRI data interpretation.

Neuroimaging Results

ROI analyses. Region specific to small sets in R TPJ. We

used the R TPJ region reported in Ansari et al. [Ansari

et al., 2007], one of the few papers to report a subitizing

specific region (most papers find that subitizing is sub-

sumed by counting [Ansari et al., 2007; Sathian et al.,

1999]; Supporting Information Figure 2). In this ROI

(Fig. 3), using an ANOVA with number and group,

there was a main effect of number, F(4.69,

112.45) 5 9.51, P<0.001 and group, F(1,24) 5 4.19,

P 5 0.05, but the interaction between group and num-

ber was not significant. In each group separately,

repeated measures ANOVAs indicated a main effect of

number (TD F(3.68,44.16) 5 6.30, P 5 0.001; ASD

F(3.62,43.43) 5 5.12, P 5 0.002). Planned comparisons

examined group differences at three and four elements,

Figure 2. Performance in the scanner. (A) Accuracy on the
task in the scanner and (B) Reaction time.

Figure 3. A ROI analysis in the R TPJ, with the ROI based on
a study by Ansari et al. [2007]. This region exhibited greater
activation for a smaller, compared to a larger, number of ele-
ments. The region is graphed across one to eight elements.
Talairach coordinates reported by Ansari et al. [2007] were
transformed to MNI coordinates using a previously validated
algorithm [Lancaster, 2007]. ROIs were created by drawing a
sphere with a radius of 10 mm around the coordinates. Planned
comparisons at three and four elements revealed a main effect
of group at three elements, with the group with ASD showing
greater activation compared to the TD group.

2There was a trend for group differences at eight elements

t(21.6) 5 2.01, P <0.06 with the RT measure, but this is likely to reflect

group differences in the guessing end effect (i.e., performance gets bet-

ter at the highest number because participants guess the highest num-

ber of elements displayed in the task).
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and found a significant difference between groups at

three elements, t(24) 5 3.30, P 5 0.003. Individuals with

autism utilized this region more than TD individuals

when enumerating set sizes of three.

hIPS regions. A ROI in the canonical number regions in

the hIPS was chosen based on the paper by Dehaene

et al. [Dehaene et al., 2003] (Supporting Information

Figure 3). While there were no main effects of number

or group, there were significant group 3 number inter-

actions in this region bilaterally (Fig. 4; right: F(4.01,

96.29) 5 2.66, P 5 0.037; left:, F(4.13,99.03) 5 2.85,

P 5 0.026). When groups were analyzed separately, the

main effect of number did not reach significance in

either group on the L. However, on the R, it reached

significance in TD adults, F(3.29,39.45) 5 2.95, P 5 0.04,

but not in adults with autism. Post hoc analyses exam-

ining each set size revealed significant group differences

at three elements, bilaterally (right t(24) 5 22.91,

P 5 0.008 and left, t(24) 5 22.12, P 5 0.045). However, L

hIPS was the one region that did not remain significant

when IQ was controlled. Again, adults with autism uti-

lized this region more when enumerating three ele-

ments than did TD adults.

Inferior parietal region. A ROI in the canonical counting

regions in inferior parietal lobe was chosen on the basis

of a meta-analysis-based map using reverse inference

with the term “number” in NeuroSynth [Yarkoni et al.,

2011], with 62 studies (Supporting Information Figure

4). While four other regions in the parietal lobe were evi-

dent in this meta-analysis, the other regions showed no

effects of number or group (nor an interaction) with the

current sample. This was the only functionally defined

region that, in the current sample, showed both a main

effect of number, F(4.73, 113.69) 5 2.97, P 5 0.02, and a

group 3 number interaction, F(4.73,113.69) 5 2.46,

P 5 0.04 (Fig. 5). Importantly, it also showed steady

increases in activation from three to six elements in the

typical group. There was no main effect of group. When

the groups were analyzed separately, there was a main

effect of number in TD adults (F(3.50, 41.98) 5 4.50,

P 5 0.006), but not in adults with autism. Post hoc anal-

yses examining each number revealed a significant group

difference at three elements (t(24) 5 22.11, P 5 0.046),

but not at other set sizes.

Whole brain analyses. Number 3 Group interaction.

To further examine modulation across all numbers,

regions showing a significant interaction between num-

ber and group were identified (Fig. 6). Differences in

modulation across number between groups were

Figure 4. A ROI analysis in the horizontal segment of the
intraparietal sulcus (hIPS), with the ROI based on meta-analytic
results from Dehaene et al. [2003]. This bilateral region is
thought to exhibit domain specificity for number. The hIPS
regions are graphed across one to eight elements. Talairach coor-
dinates reported by Dehaene et al. [2003] were transformed to
MNI coordinates using a previously validated algorithm [Lancas-
ter, 2007]. ROIs were created by drawing a sphere with a radius
of 7 mm around the coordinates. A radius of 7 mm was chosen to
align closely with the anatomy of the hIPS and exclude regions
of the superior and inferior parietal lobules. Both regions showed
a group 3 number interaction. Planned comparisons revealed
significant group differences at three elements, with greater acti-
vation in the ASD group compared to the TD group.

Figure 5. A ROI analysis in parietal lobe, with the ROI identi-
fied using a meta-analysis with the online program NeuroSynth
and the term “numbers,” graphed across one to eight elements.
After identifying the peak activation in this canonical counting
region, a sphere with a 10 mm radius was drawn around a peak
of activation and individual data from this region were graphed.
These data showed a main effect of number in TD adults but
not those with autism, and a significant group 3 number
interaction. Planned comparisons indicated a significant group
difference at three elements.
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identified in bilateral parahippocampal gyri, cerebel-

lum, L fusiform gyrus, and R superior temporal/supra-

marginal region. Activation in these regions was high

at small numbers in adults with autism, and then

appeared to decrease with number, while it tended to

not change or to increase with number in TD adults. In

the regions showing a group 3 number interaction,

post hoc analyses indicated group differences with three

elements in all regions, except cuneus near calcarine

and parieto-occipital fissure. In general, post hoc analy-

ses revealed many group differences in the subitizing

range, all with the group with autism exhibiting

increased activation compared to the TD adults. In the

subitizing range, there were differences evident with

two, three, and four elements in parahippocampal gyri

[L (two elements: t(24) 5 22.54, P 5 0.018; three

Figure 6. The activation in regions exhibiting a group 3 number interaction in the whole brain analysis (180 contiguous voxels at
P < 0.05), graphed across one to eight elements. (A) L fusiform gyrus/ cerebellum; (B) L parahippocampal gyrus; (C) L medial fusi-
form gyrus (near cerebellum); (D) R parahippocampal gyrus; (E) R superior temporal gyrus; (F) Cuneous (near calcarine and parieto-
occipital fissure); (G) R cerebellum. These graphs indicate how the effects of number differed between groups. Post hoc measures of
group differences are denoted as follows: * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001.
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elements: t(24) 5 22.74, P 5 0.011; four elements:

t(24) 5 22.15, P 5 0.042) and R (one element:

t(24) 5 22.78, P 5 0.01; two elements: t(24) 5 22.46,

P 5 0.02; three elements: t(24) 5 22.45; P 5 0.02; four

elements: t(24) 5 22.20, P 5 0.04)]; one, two, and three

elements in L cerebellum [one element: t(24) 5 22.28,

P 5 0.032; two elements: t(24) 5 22.07, P 5 0.050; three

elements: t(24) 5 23.72, P 5 0.002]; one, two, and three

elements in L fusiform/cerebellum [one element

t(24) 5 22.59, P 5 0.016; two elements: t(24) 5 23.16,

P 5 0.004; three elements t(24) 5 23.34, P 5 0.003]; two

and three in L medial fusiform gyrus (near cerebellum)

[two elements: t(24) 5 23.43, P 5 0.002; three elements:

t(24) 5 23.72, P 5 0.001]; three and four in R STG [three

elements: t(24) 5 23.53, P 5 0.002; four elements:

t(24) 5 22.12, P <0.05]; and one element in cuneus

near calcarine and parieto-occipital fissure [one ele-

ment: t(24) 5 22.78, P 5 0.014]. In the counting range,

two comparisons from the regions showing an interac-

tion of group and number exhibited significant differ-

ences in the counting range [seven elements

t(24) 5 22.18, P 5 0.04 in L cerebellum, with ASD >TD,

as well as eight elements in the opposite direction, TD

>ASD, t(24) 5 2.77, P 5 0.011 in R STG].

Between group comparison of counting and subitizing ranges
in separate analyses. In the subitizing range, the

3dMEMA revealed group differences in a range of

regions (Fig. 7). These included bilateral parietal lobe

regions (superior and inferior parietal lobule, precentral

and postcentral gyri), as well as a lateralized area span-

ning the R superior temporal and supramarginal gyrus

(including temporoparietal junction or TPJ), extending

from the insula and striatum to posterior cingulate.

Regions of significant activation from the spheres in

these clusters, centered around peaks of activation, are

graphed in Figure 7. (See Supporting Information Figure

7 for percent signal change for counting in these same

regions). These regions displayed significant activation

in the group with autism. In the TD group, these

regions displayed deactivation (superior parietal gyri,

postcentral and precentral sulci), no activation (L post-

central, R parahippocampal, R superior occipital gyri) or

significant activation that was decreased compared to

the adults with autism (R paracentral lobule, posterior

cingulate, R middle occipital gyrus, and TPJ). Thus, the

canonical counting regions were deactivated when typi-

cal adults were subitizing small sets of elements, but

this deactivation did not occur in adults with autism.

In the counting range, no regions were significantly

different between groups using a cluster corrected

whole brain approach. However, there were several

regions that showed large areas of activation, >100

contiguous voxels, below threshold. These regions, R

middle temporal gyrus extending to STG/supramarginal

gyrus (bilateral) and R superior frontal gyrus extending

to middle frontal gyrus, include the regions that appear

Figure 7. Regions which were significantly different between groups in the subitizing range. We used 3dMEMA and criteria of P
< 0.05 for significance at an individual voxel level and P < 0.05 for group-wise significance, requiring 180 voxels. (A) R medial
postcentral sulcus. (B) R lateral postcentral sulcus. (C) R dorsal superior parietal lobule. (D) R superior parietal lobule and postcen-
tral sulcus. (E) L superior parietal lobule and postcentral sulcus. (F) L superior parietal cortex. (G) posterior cingulate gyrus. (H) R
paracentral lobule. (I) R parahippocampal gyrus and lingual gyrus. (J) R supramarginal gyrus (TPJ). (K) R middle occipital gyrus and
posterior middle temporal gyrus. (L) R superior occipital gyrus. Post hoc measures of group differences are denoted as follows: ** P
< 0.01, *** P < 0.001.
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to be specific to subitizing in typical adults [Kovacs,

2000; Shah & Frith, 1983] (see Supporting Information

Figure 8). Although not significant with this sample,

these regions seem worthy of further study because

they reveal deactivation in “subitizing” regions in typi-

cal adults while counting. The pattern is consistent

with other analyses, with more activation in the adults

with autism than in TD adults. While below threshold,

the pattern of deactivation when counting is similar to

significant pattern of deactivation in TD adults when

subitizing; there is deactivation of the competing pro-

cess in TD adults but not adults with autism.

Within group comparison of subitizing and counting ranges.

These analyses revealed a broad range of areas that were

differentially activated for subitizing versus counting in

each group separately (Supporting Information Figures

5 and 6). In addition to the canonical counting regions

in parietal lobe, superior frontal, cingulate, and subcort-

ical regions were also more active for counting than

subitizing in TD adults (in blue). Distinct, more ventral

regions of frontal, parietal, and cingulate cortices (in

red), were more active for subitizing than counting,

encircling the superior regions specific to counting.

Activation in the group with autism was similar overall,

but with very few regions specific to counting. The

dorsal parietal regions that were more active for count-

ing than subitizing in TD adults often displayed the

same pattern in adults with autism, but below thresh-

old. The contrast of subitizing vs. baseline and counting

vs. baseline again indicates a large range of regions

common across both groups (Supporting Information

Figure 6). However, visual inspection suggests that

individuals with autism may not show the same

amount of deactivation as TD adults, especially in the

counting range, consistent with the other analyses.

Discussion

The present study characterizes the neural basis of the

decreased subitizing capacity in adults with autism.

Subitizing, the rapid enumeration of one to three or

four elements, is a fundamental visual process, thought

to reflect a mechanism for individuating multiple ele-

ments in parallel [e.g., indexing, object files; Gottlieb,

2007; Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Leslie et al.,

1998; Piazza et al., 2011; Pylyshyn, 2000]. Thus, it is

important to understand how this basic visual process,

which impacts most visual tasks, differs in adults with

autism, as well as the visual processes that underlie

enumeration of larger sets. While the overall pattern of

activation was generally similar in adults with and

without autism (Supporting Information Figures 5, 6),

there were consistent group differences. In both parietal

ROIs and in whole brain analyses, adults with autism

displayed increased activation with small set sizes, com-

pared to TD adults. The ROI analyses revealed increased

activation for three elements in parietal regions identi-

fied from previous studies (Figs. 3–5), while the whole

brain analyses indicated that there was increased activa-

tion for set sizes in the subitizing range across other vis-

ual regions and the cerebellum (Fig. 6), in adults with

autism but not in TD adults. The increased activation

in those with autism was evident in parietal regions

that were deactivated for small set sizes in TD adults, as

well as ventral visual regions that were activated, but to

a lesser extent, in TD adults (Fig. 7). Thus, consistent

with our hypotheses, adults with autism displayed: (1)

activation in parietal lobe ROIs with smaller set sizes,

potentially reflecting a smaller subitizing capacity; and

(2) activation with small sets in regions that were not

active with small sets in TD adults.

Behavioral Measures

These differences in brain function were evident even

though performance was similar across groups in the

scanner. This is in contrast to our previous behavioral

results indicating that the group with autism had a

smaller subitizing capacity than the TD group [O’Hearn

et al., 2013; see also Gagnon et al., 2004; Jarrold &

Russell, 1997]. This inconsistency across studies is a

limitation of the current data, although it has the bene-

fit of minimizing performance confounds when inter-

preting the brain activation. The previous study had a

much larger sample, so it is likely that the difference

between the behavioral results in this study and the

previous ones reflects decreased power, and not actual

differences in how the subitizing and counting proc-

esses were deployed in these tasks, which were almost

identical. In the current sample, group differences with

set sizes of three and four elements were evident in a

supplementary study outside the scanner (see Support-

ing Information Supplemental Methods and Results).

Behavioral effects in the scanner can be less robust than

effects outside the scanner, potentially due to the added

stress or other differences in the environment [Jan Wil-

lem Koten, 2013]. In addition, brain activation may be

a more proximal measure of group differences than

behavioral measures; in addition, the differences in acti-

vation can reflect compensatory mechanisms and

increased effort in adults with autism, that is, group dif-

ferences which actually lead to similar performance.

Overall Pattern of Activation

It is important to note the similarities between the two

groups (see Supporting Information Figures 5, 6). The

topography of the parietal lobe was similar across

groups, with the same pattern of regions tuned to small

and large sets of elements; many set sizes, especially in
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the counting range, did not result in group differences

(Fig. 6). These similarities address concerns that the

results reflect global brain differences in autism [Zielin-

ski, B. A. et al.]. TD adults displayed distinct but over-

lapping brain systems for subitizing small sets and

counting/enumeration of larger sets (Supporting Infor-

mation Figures 5A, 6A, 6B), with parietal regions active

for enumeration in both ranges. More ventral regions

(e.g., TPJ) were specific to smaller sets [Ansari et al.,

2007; Vetter et al., 2011; Xu & Chun, 2009] and more

dorsal regions were specific for larger sets [Piazza et al.,

2003; Sathian et al., 1999] (Figs. 3–5, Supporting Infor-

mation Figures 5A). Subitizing, defined as a greater

mean activation for 1–3 elements than 5–7 elements,

engaged regions of frontal, parietal, cingulate, and tem-

poral cortices in both groups (Supporting Information

Figures 5A, 6A; Set sizes of four elements were dropped

so that group differences in capacity would be less prob-

lematic while set sizes of eight were dropped due to

potential group differences in the guessing end effect.

Counting (Mean of 5–7 >1–3) utilized superior regions

of parietal and frontal cortex, dorsal to the subitizing

regions, as well as subcortical regions (Supporting Infor-

mation Figure 6B). The similarities in adults with and

without autism suggests that the same processes are

often used to enumerate these set sizes across the two

groups.

Differences Between Groups

In contrast to this overall similarity in brain function,

there were several notable differences in how adults

with autism engaged the brain systems underlying enu-

meration, compared to TD adults. First, while the proc-

esses in parietal lobe appeared to be similar, the switch

between subitizing and “counting”3 processes occurred

at a smaller set size in adults with autism compared to

typical adults. Second, when enumerating set sizes in

the subitizing range, the adults with autism recruited

regions that were not utilized for small set sizes by TD

adults. This is illustrated by the fact that very few

regions were specific to counting when contrasted with

subitizing in adults with autism (Supporting Informa-

tion Figure 5B), although the expected regions were

evident when counting was contrasted to baseline (Sup-

porting Information Figure 6D). Both of these differen-

ces imply increased difficulty in processing multiple

items in adults with autism, a deficit that would impact

many visual and cognitive processes, far beyond enu-

meration. Finally, adults with autism were less likely to

exhibit deactivation of regions that underlie competing

processes, compared to TD adults. A lack of deactiva-

tion in those with autism has been previously reported

for the default mode network and for theory of mind

processing [Kennedy, Redcay, & Courchesne, 2006;

Murdaugh et al., 2012], suggesting a generalized impair-

ment that may undermine the use of specialized proc-

esses in individuals with autism. Each of these

differences are discussed in turn.

In the ROI analyses, increased activation with set

sizes of 3 was evident in all four ROIs in adults with

autism, suggesting that the limited subitizing capacity

precipitates the engagement of the classic counting and

number regions in parietal cortex with smaller sets,

compared to TD adults. Activation in the L IPS ROI

exhibited the bilinear function that characterizes the

switch from subitizing to counting ranges typically. In

typical adults, there was little activation in set sizes

from 1 to 3, but activation increased systematically

from 3 to 6, which suggests counting or other incre-

mental processes (Fig. 5). For adults with autism, the

changes in activation across number were less system-

atic, with group difference at three elements. The pat-

tern was similar in R and L hIPS ROIs (Fig. 3), with

higher activation at set sizes of 3 in adults with autism

compared to TD adults. As, in addition to counting, the

hIPS are engaged for estimation and magnitude judg-

ments, processes that may also contribute to the results.

The pattern in TPJ (Fig. 4), with activation decreasing

as the set size increases, was expected in this “subitizing

specific” region, and was evident in adults with and

without autism. However, unexpectedly, activity for set

sizes of 3 was again increased in the adults with autism

compared to TD adults. This suggests that subitizing

processes in this region (whatever they may be) are also

utilized in adults with autism, at least with three ele-

ments, more robustly than in typical adults.

The whole brain analyses again revealed greater acti-

vation for smaller sets of objects in adults with autism

than in TD adults. In two types of whole brain analyses,

we identified significant, cluster-corrected regions using:

(1) comparisons of the composite subitizing measure

and the composite counting measure in each group

separately; and (2) an ANOVA revealing regions with a

significant group 3 number interaction. Using the subi-

tizing composite score, group differences were evident

in both the dorsal and ventral streams. This included

the classic counting regions, deactivated in TD adults

during subitizing but active in adults with autism, and

the R temporal lobe/ventral stream, which was active in

both groups but displayed significantly more activation

in adults with autism. The counting composite score

did not identify any regions that reached cluster-

3While subitizing or counting are likely to be used on most trials in

this task, because the task requires precise enumeration up to eight ele-

ments, the exact processes used cannot be determined. In particular,

estimation, a distinct process that utilizes similar neural substrates

[Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000], may contribute to performance in the

counting range, as may chunking and other strategies. However, the

similarities in pattern of regions used suggest that the groups were

using comparable processes in most cases.
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corrected significance (see Supporting Information,

Figure 8, for regions >100 voxels). A similar pattern

was evident in visual regions (L fusiform, parahippo-

campal gyri, R superior temporal gyrus, and cuneous)

and the cerebellum, in regions significant in the group

x number ANOVA. Individuals with autism showed

greater activation with one to four elements, compared

to TD adults who exhibited little activation or deactiva-

tion with these set sizes. The wide range of regions acti-

vated indicated that, in both groups, many processes

are modulated by increasing number, including those

not specific to number [e.g., load, attention, effort,

planning, grouping; Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011]. The

adults with autism were more likely to use these

regions, and these processes (e.g., increased attention or

effort, compensatory processes), with small set sizes

compared to the TD adults.

Adults with autism did not show the areas of deacti-

vation (Supporting Information Figures 6C, 6D)

observed in TD adults (Supporting Information Figures

6A, 6B). This deactivation was evident in group compar-

isons in the subitizing range (Fig. 7) and is likely to be

linked to the dampening of competing processes (e.g.,

inhibiting counting one by one when elements are in

the subitizing range). In addition, temporal and ventral

parietal regions thought to underlie subitizing appeared

to be deactivated during counting typically (e.g., inhibi-

ting grouping when counting one by one) but were not

evident in autism (Supporting Information Figures 6B,

6D); however, these regions did not reach threshold for

significance for group differences (Supporting Informa-

tion Figure 8). The relative pattern of activation and

deactivation typically may reflect increased discrimina-

tion between subitizing and counting processes in TD

adults, which may allow TD adults to rapidly use the

optimal visual process (Supporting Information Figures

5A and 5B). The decreased discrimination between

processes in adults with autism, with less inhibition of

competing processes compared to TD adults, is likely to

undermine the efficiency of visual processing and sug-

gests a lack of specialization in neural circuitry. This is

reminiscent of claims that face representation is less

distinct from object representation in autism [Schultz

et al., 2000], in both psychological and neural function,

suggesting a difference in autism that may generalize

across visual processes.

Parietal Differences Specific to Autism

These results are consistent with our predictions that

parietal regions would be activated at smaller numbers

in individuals with autism, although differences were

more general across regions (e.g., temporal lobe, cere-

bellum) than we expected. While parietal lobe or dorsal

stream abnormalities have long been hypothesized in

those with autism [Spencer et al., 2000], individuals

with other genetic disorders also exhibit visuospatial

deficits, including a small “subitizing range” [Bruandet,

Molko, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2004; Simon et al., 2005].

Dorsal stream abnormalities are striking in individuals

with other disorders such as Turner syndrome [Brown

et al., 2004], 22q11.2 deletion [Bearden et al., 2007],

and Williams syndrome [O’Hearn, Landau, & Hoffman,

2005]. The differences in brain structure/function in

these disorders appear to be more specific to the parie-

tal lobe than is reported in autism. Therefore, it is

unclear whether the differences in dorsal stream func-

tion in adults with autism reflect their focus on individ-

ual items, a visual style not generally described in these

other syndromes; general differences such as attention

that may differ in many neurodevelopmental disorders;

or characteristics of the dorsal stream that make this

region particularly vulnerable to impairment over

development (Atkinson & Braddick, 2014). Further

work needs to be done to characterize how these circui-

tries emerge over development and, relatedly, what

differences might be specific to autism.

Limitations

There are several major limitations of the current data.

As mentioned, there is a lack of behavioral differences

between groups; in spite of this, the pattern of brain

activity differed in a consistent manner between

groups. A second limitation mentioned previously is

that we do not understand how or if these differences

relate to other visual differences in autism. Subitizing

deficits suggest a basic limitation in parallel visual proc-

essing, that may be related, or contribute, to the pro-

posed “local bias” and even socially relevant

impairments (e.g., faces) in individuals with autism. In

particular, our data support the proposal that adults

with autism require increased effort to individuate mul-

tiple elements and integrate these elements into a holis-

tic percept. Despite this likely association, however,

whether and how these disparate visual differences are

associated must be left to further research. Finally,

while the whole brain analyses suggest differences

across the subitizing range, the ROI analyses indicate

that the differences between groups are most notable

with set sizes of “3,” and not “4,” although 4 would be

more consistent with the previous behavioral data.

While the reason for this result is not clear, there is

some evidence that set sizes of 3, but not 4, might be a

fundamental limit than set sizes of 4. Work from other

laboratories suggests that 3 is an important threshold in

early childhood [Feigenson, 2005; O’Hearn et al., 2005]

and for brain function [Ester, Drew, Klee, Vogel, &

Awh, 2012; Pagano, Lombardi, & Mazza, 2014]. Visual

training improves accuracy for set sizes of 4 but not 3
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elements (but does not change RT, which suggests a

limit of 3), suggesting that the set size of 3 is hard-

wired [Green & Bavelier, 2006]. In addition, even

within the subitizing range, the importance of atten-

tion or grouping may shift with set size and specific

processes may peak at set sizes of 2 or 3 elements [Burr

et al., 2010; Ester et al., 2012; Pagano et al., 2014].

Further work is needed to integrate the multiple proc-

esses underlying enumeration, and how they map onto

activation in the brain typically.

Conclusions

Several differences in neural function appear to underlie

the differences in enumeration in this sample of adults

with autism, and these differences would limit parallel

processing of visual information generally. The two

groups exhibited similar patterns of activation across

number in many regions, suggesting they were using

the same processes in a slightly different manner (e.g.,

there were group differences at set size 3 only, at the

break between subitizing and counting processes). How-

ever, in other regions, the two groups exhibited a differ-

ent pattern across number (e.g., less modulation across

number in general), making it unclear if the two groups

were even using the same processes to enumerate small

and large set sizes. These general differences reflected,

across regions, increased activation with smaller set

sizes in adults with ASD compared to TD adults. Adults

with autism used more regions with small set sizes,

with few regions specific to counting/serial processes

over subitizing/parallel processes. They also displayed a

lack of deactivation for competing processes, compared

to TD adults. These differences in neural function are

not likely to be specific to enumeration tasks, and may

very well constitute general differences in neural func-

tion in adults with autism. Further work will clarify

how the distinct pattern of brain function in those

with autism when perceiving multiple elements is

related to differences on visual tasks that require repre-

senting several objects simultaneously, including labo-

ratory tasks (e.g., multiple object tracking; short term

visual memory) and pragmatic skills (e.g., driving a car;

interpreting a social interaction) that impact the quality

of life of individuals with autism.
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